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	Graphic design is a crowded, highly competitive world. And it takes a lot more than raw talent and technical ability to make it as an independent designer. Successful graphic designer and entrepreneur, Larry Daniels exposes the weak spot of so many: the critical business side of running even a one-person design firm. Designers often prioritize aesthetics over a client's needs, and ignore basic business skills such as writing, record keeping, and relationship building. This practical insider's guide explains how to build a profitable, sustainable design business. Packed with sample agreements, letters, forms, and more, it reveals how to: create a website and portfolio that highlight design solutions; do pre-pitch research and deliver winning presentations; prepare inviting proposals that win lucrative contracts; establish a reliable system for tracking billable hours (and staying solvent); use cold-calling strategies even sales phobics can master; quantify design decisions in ways that business management can relate to and respect; break out of "freelancer" mode to highly compensated creative consultant. The field of design is littered with failures. To stand out and succeed, you need to be professional, efficient, and focused on the bottom-line results that clients value. "The Graphic Designer's Business Survival Guide" shows you how.
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Visualizing Magnetic Fields: Numerical Equation Solvers in Action (With CD-ROM)Academic Press, 2001
The physicist Michael Faraday said that the study of magnetic lines of force was greatly influential in leading him to formulate many of those concepts that are now so fundamental to our modern world, proving to him their "great utility as well as fertility." Michael Faraday could only visualise these lines in his mind's eye and, even...
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Sams Teach Yourself TCP/IP in 24 Hours (5th Edition) (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2011

	 


	Welcome to Sams Teach Yourself TCP/IP in 24 Hours, Fifth Edition. This book provides a clear

	and concise introduction to TCP/IP for newcomers, and also for users who have worked with

	TCP/IP but would like a little more of the inside story. Unlike other networking primers that

	point and click...
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The Exposome: A PrimerAcademic Press, 2013

	The Exposome: A Primer is the first book dedicated to exposomics, detailing the purpose and scope of this emerging field of study, its practical applications and how it complements a broad range of disciplines. Genetic causes account for up to a third of all complex diseases. (As genomic approaches improve, this is likely to rise.)...
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Image and Signal Processing for Networked eHealth Applications (Synthesis Lectures on Biomedical Engineering)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006


	In all societies and in all eras, health has been an issue of major importance. Our times are, of

	course, no different in this, except for one thing: the kind and amount of resources available to

	us are augmented. During the last couple of centuries, technology has certainly been the most

	important new resource made available to...
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Reasonably Simple Economics: Why the World Works the Way It DoesApress, 2013

	The goal of Reasonably Simple Economics is, not surprisingly, simple: to help us think like economists. When we do, so much of the world that seemed mysterious or baffling  becomes more clear and understandable—improving our lives and providing new tools to succeed in business and career.


	In a chatty style,...
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Principles of Computer Graphics: Theory and Practice Using OpenGL and Maya®Springer, 2005
to think about what it means. What is Computer Graphics? Simply defined, Computer Graphics (or CG) is the images generated or modified on a computer. These images may be visualizations of real data or imaginary depictions of a fantasy world.

The use of Computer Graphics effects in movies such as The Incredibles and games such as Myst...
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